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REPORT: President  Trum p Met  w it h Sidney

Pow ell and General Flynn in Oval Of f ice –

Discussed Deploying Mi li t ary ,  Nam ing Pow ell

as Special Counsel on E lect ion Fraud

Sidney Powell

The Associated Press reported earlier this week that President Trump has

been asking about a special counsel to investigate Hunter Biden and

another special counsel to look into the Democrat voter fraud.

Attorney Sidney Powell reportedly met with Trump in Oval Office Friday

evening where the President discussed naming Powell as special counsel

to investigate massive Democrat voter fraud that took place in the 2020

election.

General Flynn also joined Sidney Powell on Friday and deploying the

military was reportedly raised in the meeting but nixed.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/author/cristina/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/19/us/politics/trump-discussed-naming-campaign-lawyer-as-special-counsel-on-election-fraud.html
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According to the New York  Tim es, Sidney Powell was at the Oval Office

and Trump’s personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani joined the conversation by

phone where her potential position as special counsel was discussed.

Most of his advisers opposed the idea, two of the people briefed on the

discussion said, including Rudolph W. Giuliani, the president’s personal

lawyer, who in recent days sought to have the Department of Homeland

Security join the campaign’s efforts to overturn Mr. Trump’s loss in the

election.

Mr. Giuliani joined the discussion by phone, while Ms. Powell was at the

White House for a meeting that became raucous at times, according to

one of the people briefed on what took place. Other administration officials

drifted in and out of the meeting, two of the people briefed said, and the

White House counsel, Pat A. Cipollone, pushed back on the ideas being

proposed.

Ms. Powell accused other Trump advisers of being quitters, according to

the people briefed.

It was unclear if Mr. Trump will move ahead with such a plan.

Sidney Powell, a former federal prosecutor, has filed many lawsuits in

several battleground states where the corrupt Democrat machine used

illegal ballots to steal the election for Joe Biden.

Powell has fiercely gone after Dominion Voting Systems and revealed that

they are actually designed to switch votes.

Powell and Giuliani have both alleged that the Dominion machines were

flipping ballots from Trump to Biden — something that was proven in court

earlier this week!

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/19/us/politics/trump-discussed-naming-campaign-lawyer-as-special-counsel-on-election-fraud.html
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New York Times reporter Maggie Haberman added to her story in a tweet

thread on Saturday and said General Flynn was also in the Oval Office

with Sidney Powell.

Flynn reportedly suggested deploying the military.

Giuliani pushed the DHS to seize control of the voting machines to

examine them for fraud, but apparently the DHS does not have the

authority.

· Dec 19, 2020Maggie Haberman @maggieNYT

Replying to @maggieNYT

Adding to the story but two people briefed said Flynn was there as 
well for this meeting.

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

During the meeting, the president asked about Flynn’s 
suggestion of deploying the military, those briefed said. That 
was also shot down.
1:28 PM · Dec 19, 2020

11.9K 4.5K people are Tweeting about this

Maggie Haberman
@maggieNYT

Replying to @maggieNYT

Among those pushing back on the idea was Pat Cipollone, 
Meadows and even Giuliani. But Giuliani separately pushed 
DHS this week to seize control of voting machines to 
examine them for possible fraud. DHS said it has no authority 
to do that. nytimes.com/2020/12/19/us/…
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Wall Street Journal reporter Rebecca Ballhaus said deploying the military

was raised in the meeting but was nixed.

Rebecca Ballhaus
@rebeccaballhaus

Confirming @maggieNYT @KannoYoungs: Trump discussed 
naming Sidney Powell special counsel on election fraud. 
Meadows, Cipollone pushed back. Deploying the military was 
raised in the meeting but nixed. Giuliani pushed DHS to get 
involved but was told they don’t have the authority.

Maggie Haberman @maggieNYT

SCOOP - Sidney Powell was in Oval Office last night as POTUS discussed 
making her special counsel for election fraud. @KannoYoungs and me 
nytimes.com/2020/12/19/us/…
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